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Protecting Learning: Foreword
Protecting Learning; reﬂections on
supporting educators, parents and
pupils during Covid-19.
This report, produced at speed during
difﬁcult times is a set of reﬂections and
experiences of school leaders, educators
and policymakers during the school closures
due to Covid-19. The HomeLearningUK
project team came together in the run up
to UK school closures. The team members
come from a range of backgrounds and are
all volunteers who have a shared interset in
helping the sector to both cope with and
learn from the impact of school closures
and the move to home / remote learning.
It is to the credit of school leaders and
educators that they have managed so much
change, at speed, whilst keeping the safety
of children, key workers and teaching staff
as priorities. They have led this change
with determination and passion to protect
learning despite not all schools having the
digital infrastructure, devices, experience
and conﬁdence to shift at speed to remote
learning supported by technology. We salute
all schools and educators who have done
their utmost for their pupils, their families and
their communities. Schools have tried to
protect learning with whatever they have had.
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Of course, technology has been helpful
to communicate with school communities
and education technology has been at the
forefront of positive help. A rich variety of
education technology has supported leaders,
educators and learners at homes. The EdTech
sector itself will also wish to look at how it can
maximize easily understood and valuable
support to educators. This report calls for
urgent action to bridge the digital divide
through signiﬁcant investment in access
to devices and home broadband.
There is a role too for active and agile
government. All departments for education
across the UK, will wish to review ideas,
activities and implementation, when the time
is right, to ensure future system resilience,
including digital across our schools. We are
grateful for the perspectives of UNESCO,
Education International and to Teacher Tapp
for the use of data that surveyed educators
about their reactions to closure, views on
resources and on the digital divide.

Educators, as one of the most trusted
professions, re-assure and stay calm for those
they serve. A willingness to serve in difﬁcult
circumstances does not mean however that
their own safety and wellbeing is not
paramount. Teaching remotely is new for
teachers, parents and pupils – all have
different communication needs, work in
different contexts and need different support
mechanisms. There are challenges and we
need to do what we can do - schools have
changed at speed, leading by example with
generosity to other schools and colleagues,
they have never met that it is the spirit of the
education profession. Let no one ever again
doubt that educators lead, inspire and are of
utmost value.

Thank you to the amazing educators whether
it be a quote, sharing their expertise or in
writing this report, Particularly contributions
from Ty Goddard, Adam Gordon, Martin
Hamilton, Matt Jessop, Caroline Keep,
Ian Philips, Peter Rafferty and countless
educators, schools and leaders.
This report is not deﬁnitive. It includes
personal reﬂections, ideas for protecting
learning and advice for turbulent times.
Thank You.
Caroline Keep, Editor, Penketh High School
and Ty Goddard, Education Foundation /
EdTech UK.

Recommendations
1. There needs to be immediate investment
in digital infrastructure and digital devices to
facilitate and protect learning at home. The
digital divide across the UK is real, impacts on
social mobility and provides a block on the
ability of pupils to access learning remotely.
2. Greater emphasis, attention and investment
needs to be focused on teacher wellbeing
with increased investment in the work of
Education Support - the national charity
for the wellbeing of teachers.
3. The Department for Education in
England should create a national platform
that includes access to cloud- based
platforms for schools and create an educator
designed and led, national platform for
useful, secure and reliable resources.

4. Parent and pupil wellbeing are of
upmost importance and need to be
consistent watchwords as educators rise to
their own ‘educational’ challenges. The work
of Parent Zone and Young Minds should
receive more recognition and support to
expand capacity and reach. We need
to celebrate this partnership between
parents and educators to protect learning
and wellbeing.
5. Across the UK there needs to be access to
consistent super-fast broadband for schools.
In England, particularly, we recommend
establishing a uniﬁed super-fast broadband
infrastructure implemented via Government
investment, partnership with Telecom
companies and building on existing super-fast
networks or approaches.
6. We need to capture the learning across
the UK education system to design more
resilience across the sector including
digital approaches.
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‘‘

It’s a strange feeling opening up school for a few children. Supporting the children of
frontline staff is something we were more than happy to do, although doing this whilst
trying to apply the rules of social distancing feels incredibly alien. The hardest challenge has
been setting remote learning for those at home and not being physically there to support
the children (and parents) when they struggle. Being able to engage face to face through
technology has helped massively. The key to this working has been taking the risk with our
resources, lending out chromebooks and tablets where necessary to ensure all children can
engage in remote learning. In the weeks I have worked with the key workers’ children, I’ve
been able to witness ﬁrst hand the delight on children’s faces when they see their friends or
teacher online; these are the moments when the academic learning gets forgotten a little
and we just enjoy a chat with the little people we are so used to seeing every day.

Kendal, Cumbria
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‘‘

Kirsty Cooper at Grayrigg C.E. Primary School,
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Protecting Learning: Supporting educators,
parents and pupils during COVID-19

How can we protect
learning at a time of
national emergency?

In these recent weeks and days, the established
structures, routines and relationships across
education have changed. Whilst schools
across the country have remained open as
emergency childcare centres, thousands of
schools across the UK ceased normal teaching
from the afternoon of March 20th, 2020 as
Coronavirus spread and social distancing and
isolating became common watchwords. The
picture has been the same across the world as
Schools, Colleges and Universities have closed
as key precautionary measures. The Smart
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How can we
connect those
educators working
from home to
their pupils?

Learning Institute of Beijing Normal University
supported by UNESCO issued their report
“Handbook on Facilitating Flexible Learning
During Educational Disruption: The Chinese
Experience in Maintaining Undisrupted
Learning in COVID-1 Outbreak” stating
at the time 15th March 2020.

Can a shift to
distance learning in
real time, or setting
work by email ﬁll
the ‘teaching and
learning’ world for
children, young
people and students?

“Speciﬁcally, twenty-six countries have
completely closed schools nationwide, affecting
the learning process of almost 376.9 million
children and youth who would normally attend
schools. A further twenty countries have
partially closed schools (localized school
closures) to prevent or contain the spread of
COVID-19. Particularly, 500 million children and
youth are still threatened with not attending
their schools if these twenty countries also order
nationwide school closures”

Handbook on Facilitating Flexible Learning
During Educational Disruption: The Chinese Experience in Maintaining Undisrupted Learning
in COVID-19 Outbreak (RH Huang et al 2020)
Our education world has been turned upside
down and it has raised many challenges
and questions.

Figure 1. The Centre for Global Development
open-access database on educational
responses to #COVID19 school closures and
Social Protection strategies. (This dashboard
connects live to the database. #Coronavirus.
Protection strategies via a live dashboard that
connects to a constantly updated coronavirus
database. It shows in real time just how
few nations had an emergency plan for
this type of pandemic and its implications
for education. You can see this live here).

Things have moved rapidly. On 5th March
2020 in an EdTech UK and ISC Digital Group
emergency bulletin we said, “We understand
that there are schools with a lack of sufﬁcient
infrastructure, experience and training for staff
to use digital resources to support teaching
and learning.”
This has become still more evident as time has
progressed. By the week commencing March
16th, some evidence of intense and at speed
training efforts in digital products and curriculum delivery was evident. This led to increasing
conﬁdence, but this too raised an important
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question. Could this translate into the content
and quality of distance learning needed to shift
from in-class to remote learning?
For many, the safe spaces that schools provided
disappeared overnight and by the week of
March 23rd even for those who had longer
experience of using digital to support teaching
and learning, a shift from provision in a
structured education setting and learning
environment to something quite different
(homes) was a challenge. This raised the
inevitable question of whether the resource
and conﬁdence base needed to adjust to

this changed environment was there. It was a
gigantic task for most schools to shift models
of delivery and support for students in that ﬁrst
week of closure. Despite the heroic efforts,
sound leadership of educators and the good
intentions of education technology companies
the shift to remote learning across a whole
system was a challenge.
And it was educators that rose to this
challenge; this new world was extraordinary
for all our communities.

‘‘

Over the past three years, the LEO Academy Trust has engaged with all stakeholders to form a
Trust Digital Strategy which drives the use of technology across the organisation. One outcome
of the Trust’s Digital Strategy, has been the formation of a Technology for Learning Strategy
which aims to embed technology to enhance the quality of teaching and learning. Through
both of these approaches, we decided to move all operations to the Cloud: ﬁnance, HR, email,
ﬁle stores and latterly, our MIS. As a result of this, we have felt more conﬁdent in providing
Distance Learning. We have had the systems in place to share work with children via Google
Classroom, we have setup Distance Learning websites at speed and have been able to record
video lessons for every child in every year group daily. Children have kept in touch with their
teachers through regular Hangouts Meets for each class and online assemblies via Google
Hangouts, we’ve moved our School Council meetings online! Clearly distance learning will
never replicate high quality classroom experiences, but online platforms such as Google
Sites and Google Classroom can provide children with the best quality learning
experiences and social connections possible in such difﬁcult times.
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‘‘

Leo Academy Trust

Connect, communicate, motivate and celebrate
Figure 2. BBC Bitesize education platform giving home learning a boost. www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize

The generosity and solidarity of educators was
evident as digital leaders shared resources and
approaches with other schools. A new world
was indeed shaping but it was bumpy and
uneven. The interaction and relationship
between educator and student became more
important than ever. Connection to home, with
parents and carers, whether through paper,
email, video, social media or a simple phone
call became vital. But with this distance, this
remote communication between schools
and their pupils, or through parents as
intermediaries, has also come a shift towards
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a form of ‘independent education’ alongside
the unusual curricula via TV and social media
as those at home have sought to help their
children’s learning whilst balancing their own
work requirements, health and wellbeing. We
must now develop new, ﬂexible pedagogies
as suggested in (Gordon, 2014; Feltham &
Keep 2015, Ryan & Tilbury, 2013) that provide
students with diverse, rich learning environments
ﬁt for the current conditions in which we ﬁnd
ourselves, allowing for ﬂexibility in content
and access according to a student’s need.

Watching PE on social platforms has for many,
become a form of national wake up. Chester
Zoo’s Live joined the national love of Blue
Planet whilst education celebrities in Brazil,
already popular across social platforms, have
grown in audience. The BBC has increased
its education resources also, hinting perhaps
at a new role in education for national
broadcasters with respect to a national
education focus. The BBC always said it had
a national mission to inform - now it must live
and breathe it as a partnership of equals with
educators. Where once we went primarily for

entertainment, we now go increasingly for
additional educational support and more screen
time. The wholesale replacement of our current
off-screen teaching practices with EdTech
would, yes, make subjects “more alive and
relevant” (Sharples et al., 2013) for some,
but at the same time could alienate and hence
disadvantage others. How do we make the
effective EdTech response widespread?

‘‘

As teacher at Green Park Primary School in Maghull
we started a school blog in 2005. This began a journey
that moved pupils, teachers and admin towards strong
digital competencies. In 2011 the school signed up for
the then Google for Education, now G Suite, and so the
closure of the physical school has been smoothed by
the embeddedness cloud based facilities with Google
Classroom at the heart of it. It has been surprisingly
easy to adapt to…
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‘‘

Green Park Primary

Models Across the United Kingdom
Will the experience of distance learning for teachers
and students more uneven in England than Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland ?
Did an explosion of resources across the thriving education
technology landscape, however well-intentioned blizzard
rather than empower educators and senior leadership teams?

Educational resources, platforms and at
different speeds so that England has been
left somewhat behind. Scotland reported its
strategy, “Enhancing learning and teaching
through the use of digital technology”
in 2016 and a commitment to “digital
technology that can enhance learning and
teaching, equip our children and young
people with vital digital skills and crucially,
lead to improved educational outcomes”.
Wales had produced its Digital Competence
Framework (DCF) by 2016 too and reﬁned it
in 2017 following feedback from practitioners.
It is now part of a longer plan in which “All
school have a clear vision for delivering
digital competence in the classroom across
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the curriculum”. Northern Ireland has its own
C2K digital platform. England published its
EdTech strategy in 2019.
We recognize that there is a time lag between
policy and implementation, between
implementation and practice and we are all
having to play fast catch up to bring that
which is already in place up to speed - it is
a challenge for us all. The responsibility of
school leaders as they craft responses to
the fast-moving circumstances, do however
need to be matched by governments. We
need agile and cross Departmental policy
development at speed. Do not underestimate
the newness of the ‘now’ for policy makers

and civil servants too. The newness of ‘now’
for all of us and for all our young people.
Adopting and developing digital can be
a challenge for organizations at any time.
To establish and develop remote learning
content, resources, pace of delivery and
create supportive student management in
just days, at a time of a public health
pandemic emergency can set institutions,
students and educators up for frustration
and failure. Schools need support,
peer-to-peer training and a national network
from which to learn. The newly established
website, HomeLearningUK, attempted to
capture learning, advice and broker a mass

of guidance to get to the treasure within.
As research from the Education Endowment
Foundation noted however “[This] is much
more difﬁcult than simply providing children
with a set of materials or videos and letting
them get on with it” (Francis, 2020). Curation
and content are now more key than ever.
Teachers are providing resources to support
this from Figure (3) learning projects to
support the NHS to Figure (4) Easter holiday
workbook supporting pupils social distancing.
More than ever teachers’ creativity with
learning shines through.

Figure (3) NHS Learning Project for children to do over the Easter Holidays from Robin Hood Multi Academy Trust.

Figure (4) Easter holiday independent resources
from Penketh High School.

Beginnings may always be a challenge. Beginning now, may be tougher. We understand that. After all, it has always been humans
that make IT work and humanize digital. And the best teacher has always been exactly that - a teacher. We celebrate all those
educators globally, responding to the ﬁerce emotional intensity of now and suggest that we can better understand current challenges
by viewing the move to remote learning through three key lenses: (i) School (ii) Home and (iii) Communication between the two.
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‘‘

As a teacher of Primary Computing, my focus has always been on building resilience whilst
ﬁxing learners as many hands on, physical opportunities as possible. Although our school
remains open the majority of children- 350+ are now staying at home. My priority at this
time has been to encourage meaningful engagement. School Safeguarding Policy has so far
prevented online lessons with learner participation. I have therefore ensured all learners can
login to our launchpad from home, thereby giving them access to over 300 sites and tools
that they are familiar with in school- many of which have online dashboards, enabling me to
see what they have been using and monitor progress. I am more concerned with their mental
resilience at this time so have encouraged lots of creative, Computational thinking
challenges- my learners are already familiar with STEM STEAM MakerEd challenges and
approaches in school and thrive in that environment. Our return from this is a big unknown
but whatever form it takes I want to be sure that conﬁdence is maximised and any engagement
is encouraged and applauded.
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‘‘

Donna Rawling, Computing, Les Medium Primary School,
Salford, Greater Manchester

School
School as a physical safe space and models of EdTech adoption

There is a new normal in education - varied,
often relying on the ingenuity of teachers and
schools using what they have and that with
which they are comfortable using. Even in
schools that are being used as ‘care centres’
for vulnerable children or the children of
key workers, there is increased informality, a
sense of doing the best with what you have
got and an increased emphasis on play, both
indoors and outside. The safety of teachers
and students is paramount during this time.
Educators certainly do what they have always
done - cherish the child or young person;
but this emphasis has a sharp reality about
it now. The public debate and head teacher
campaigning about free school meal funding
and increase pressure during the crisis that
has spilled over into the Easter holidays
shows that scenario planning has not been
perfect and has been under severe strain
when dealing with such fast system change.
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It has not quite been ‘make do and mend’,
but school populations in a variety of settings
(care centre and home) have had to adapt
in a matter of days with educators suddenly
seen by some parents as heroes. However,
the scale and speed of this change, often
without formal guidance was something
not experienced by previous generations
of educators. And with this came questions
about balancing school with other, more
pressing, human issues. Should this, as ‘
‘Thinking about pedagogy in uncertain
times’, says ‘[be] more about Maslow than
Bloom’? (Doucet et al 2020).

‘‘

It is impossible to replicate the school day at home while
you are trying to balance childcare on top of it. I think the
key is to do what you can, when you can and be kind to
yourself. We are in unprecedented times and we are all
just doing our best.

Saddleworth School
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‘‘

Haili Hughes

Schools and EdTech – a continuum of adoption
Even before COVID-19 schools’ use of
EdTech varied widely. With remote learning
now being thrust to the fore of educational
support, however, these differences have
become magniﬁed leaving some schools,
by default, better prepared than others as
‘school closures’ have forced pupils to work
from home. As a result, schools’ investment,
experience and conﬁdence in the use
of educational technology has affected
their ability to support remote learning.
Furthermore, this experience and conﬁdence
is a composite of previous funding (and

hence access to EdTech; Figure 5) ‘insights’
from school leaders (concerning strategic
decision-making) and conﬁdence of staff in
their use of technology (Figure 6) and this has
inﬂuenced teachers’ views about what they
feel is needed (Figure 7).
What these combined data suggest is that
schools may ﬁnd themselves at very different
points on the EdTech journey and hence face
different challenges implementing any new
COVID-19 education model.

Figure 6. Primary and Special/AP provision Conﬁdence in EdTech (N=7,795; Teacher Tap 22/03/2020).
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Figure 5. Secondary, Primary and Special/AP provision teacher access to devices (N=6,660; Teacher Tap 22/03/2020).

Figure 7. Most helpful changes that could be implemented during COVID-19 (N=7,705; Teacher Tap 31/03/2020).

‘‘

Lockdown has been a constant ﬂuctuation of emotions for me.
Some days can be fun - I’ll get my daily exercise at the park,
talk to friends, do some work, watch a documentary and the
day will go quick. On others, I will miss genuine human contact
and the thought of 3 more months of this will stress me out!
I think the key thing is to have a routine whilst at the same
time taking every day as it comes. Maximise on what you can
control and try and don’t overthink the bits you can’t.
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‘‘

Omar Akbar @UnofﬁcialOA

Reactions to Remote Learning:
different school responses
EdTech has, at its core always been a way
to communicate, assess and support our
practice. Each type of EdTech has different
outputs and uses different tools but
communication is always key, whether
to inform teachers in an online quiz, aid
learners’ understanding through VLEs,
or give parents vital information via email.
The ways we communicate using EdTech
have changed during Covid-19. Often
schools communicated using one or

Email

Revision
Orders

School /
Teachers

two-way communication to pupils and
parents. We now are in a three-way
communication era with parents taking a
role as the main guardians of the teaching
and learning of their children. The tools we
use to communicate could not be more
vital as seen in Figure (8). One or two-way
communication may be a limited way of
interaction with parents and often parents can
have little information passed on via pupils.
Three-way communication (via platforms/

Set
Work

Little
Original
Content

One way
communication
connect

Calls

Video
Voice
Facbook

Two way
communication

chat/ live assemblies etc.) can offer parents
a way to gain information that will help them
with their vital supervisory role regards their
children’s learning activities. (See more on this
in section: The Role of Parents).

for learning cannot happen without
communication and will give us a limited view
to inequality, need and the wellbeing of our
students, regardless of which of the above
three modalities we currently use.

In this respect, we must view the role of
EdTech in terms of communicating learning.
We will achieve little by simply ﬁlling up
online platforms with no communication
to learners or their families. Assessment

The following section describes in general
terms, three common starting points
from which schools may ﬁnd themselves
attempting to launch remote learning during
COVID-19.

Some
Teacher
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Figure (8) Remote learning methods compared to communication modes
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‘‘

For our students and the Computer Science team, our online teaching is really
not too far from our normal way of working. We use Google Docs and Google
Classroom normally - so we were well set up for the switch. The biggest
difference has been adapting the lesson resources to share with students and
using online platforms such as codecombat to help students. Engagement
has been good with at least half the students completing tasks with the
exam classes more engaged. In the run up to staying at home I ran sessions
in school supporting other subjects with online learning and I’ve also been
running meets and taking calls from teachers to help them to set up for their
subjects from home.
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‘‘

Nicola Mounsey, Calday Grange Grammar School

Example of different school responses
to using Edtech
Hesitant adopters:
Schools for whom, prior to COVID-19, EdTech
was primarily about having a webpage and
using email… and maybe an interactive
whiteboard.
These schools had little experience of
education technologies prior to COVID-19,
an investment in a website and school-wide
email were seen as priorities but there was
little whole school thinking about digital
and the institution only had a vague idea
about devices or internet at homes. Many
schools may be in this situation. Just last
year, research by RS Components, the global
electronic components company, reported
that 14% of teachers had never heard of
EdTech, with a further 36% saying they had
heard the term but were unsure what it meant
(RSC 2019). It was not an EdTech desert in
these schools but there was a lack
of infrastructure.
In some subject areas it was typical to ﬁnd
individuals independently, pioneering
in-school and out of school quizzing or
language app’s often at home (Zainuddin,
2020), but this was little used in other
curriculum areas. Subject areas within these
schools often preferred to set work from
existing published revision guides (books)
rather than
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by creating new (sometimes online) teacher
content and where homework was sent home,
it was often via hard-copy or email only. There
was limited if any two-way communication
with pupils and parents, rather, information
was simply ‘given out’ i.e. the system was
effectively one-way. Importantly, pastoral
touch points were shared in newsletters.
Challenges for ‘Hesitant Adopters’: These
schools face the greatest challenges
regards the transition to home learning via
EdTech but are relatively well-prepared to
support students with limited or no access
to technology at home. They typically have
a few staff who dabble on the fringes of
technology, whilst primarily seeing EdTech
as the remit of their ICT teachers and SLT
have some understanding about the digital
sector regards its role in supporting teaching
and learning.
EdTech Consumers:
Schools for whom, prior to COVID-19,
EdTech was primarily about using digital
devices in class and using proprietary
classroom management systems and
cloud-based platforms, supplemented by
internet content and the use of apps…
and maybe a 3D Printer.

Many schools had some experience of
education technologies. Although the school
closure announcement had been rapid,
some staff had trained using a new platform
or product. There were departments, like
Geography, that had used digital mapping
resources for several years as a formal part
of the GCSE. The Maths department had
invested in several Maths apps and taken
part in Maths Community Challenge across a
trust. They were part of a network of schools
who had access to a platform, resources and
infrastructure that guaranteed safe and superfast web speeds. The classroom speeds had
been faster than the ofﬁce.
The last week before the school closure
announcement had been intense - with
three members of staff attempting to train
the others. The latter had been so busy
previously that they had not fully appreciated
how rich and easy to use the platform was the stuff wasn’t just free it was useful. If the
institution ended up being closed for a long
time they would use more, but sensibly, they
decided start with what they felt conﬁdent in.
They had a cloud-based learning platform,
often built on a Microsoft or Google
platform, but only used some features. They
bought VEX robots and Lego Mindstorm for
enrichment. The head teacher had recorded
a welcome video for use after Easter. EdTech
was typically proprietary buy-ins and in

everyday use, but as a means predominately
of ‘modernizing’ the classroom.
Challenges for ‘EdTech Consumers’:
These schools are relatively well positioned
to make the transition to home learning via
EdTech, and to support students with limited
or no access to technology at home by means
that are more traditional. They typically have
many staff who regularly use some form of
EdTech in classroom and they are support by
SLT who have a good grasp of the general
beneﬁts of technology in schools.
However as highlighted in the JISC
report ‘Next generation [digital] learning
environments: present and future - 2018’
there is long term thinking needed for
these platforms to reach their full capacity
that will “...further improve the user
experience and build a more immersive
and engaged learning opportunity for
learners.” (JISC 2018).
These schools have all the pieces of the
jigsaw, yet the picture on the box is still
coming into focus.

Cont...

Digital Developers:
Schools or departments for whom EdTech
was an integral part of school life, for which
staff receive certiﬁed CPD via the EdTech
sector and for which the school has a
long-term plan for future development.
Some schools had a longer term and wider
experience of education technologies
prior to COVID-19. Some had even
become showcase schools, such as Apple
Distinguished Schools, Google Reference
Schools, Microsoft showcase schools or
Training academies. Some had even begun
developing their own bespoke products
and approaches.
A few of their staff had received or
participated in bespoke product training
and received accreditation or badging from
the technology company concerned. Some
had been invited to national conferences
to showcase their use of the product range,
whilst a few worked with EdTech companies
to develop products. They had a whole
school approach to developing digital across
the institution. Often these schools had
introduced 1:1 devices and a sophisticated
use of a variety of education technologies.
The use of Raspberry pi and BBC micro:bit
for physical computing was common. All the
digital strategies had a clarity about when
and how the use of education technologies
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Challenges for ‘Digital Developers’:
could support pupil or student attainment,
foster creativity and allow for pupil and
student feedback.
Voice and video feedback were normal.
There was three-way communication either
live or at set times between pupil / student
and educator. The school invested in
communication with parents - by forming
relationships with them to understand their
needs often in speciﬁc relation to pupil
motivation and engagement. The broadcast
of live or live elements of the school day
(assemblies, live classes or seminars) were
normal and done safely. Original teacher
content was high. These schools embraced
EdTech and were supported by SLT. The
latter had a clear digital strategy that was
constantly under review as new developments
took place within the EdTech sector.
Staff were encouraged through certiﬁed
CPD to use their skills to drive EdTech
implementation and build relationships with
Tech companies to improve product design
and produce educational content.

Challenges for these schools included
ensuring access to devices, student
engagement and the social support systems
for pupil and teacher alike. They had moved
fast, and it was good for now: sustainability
and refresh was a challenge down the line.
COVID-19 teaching for these school still
contained challenges due to a sharp and
immediate shift to distance learning. They
had gone from mostly in and out of school
hours teaching and learning supported by
digital, to wholly out of school. There were
not many school walls anymore and some of
that structure had been useful.

‘‘

As a teacher who is also deemed ‘extremely vulnerable’ and is shielding
for a minimum of 12 weeks, the Covid-19 experience is a weird one.
I’ve had to reign in my guilt at not being able to go in and help my
colleagues and friends who are caring for the children of key workers.
I’ve also had to battle my workaholic tendencies and not glue myself to
the laptop 24/7, answering all queries immediately regardless of the time
sent and churning out masses of planning and resources. The ﬁrst week
I did all that but now, slowly, I’m ﬁnding balance and routine. I’m even
getting to grips, albeit slowly, with technology.

‘‘

Rachael Paget, Penketh High School

Access to devices and Access to Infrastructure
– Digital Stopgap
The rapid shift to distance learning during
COVID-19 has highlighted the long-standing
digital divide across the UK and the need to
support disadvantaged children and young
people without internet access at home
(Moore, Vitale & Stawinoga, 2018). Previous
studies pre-COVID 19, show the extent of
this divide. For example, the Lloyds Bank UK
Consumer Digital Index found that 700,000
11-18-year olds (12%) had no home internet
access from a computer or tablet and a
further 60,000 had no internet access (Ofﬁce
for National Statistics 2018).In addition to this
a proportion of primary school-aged children
(aged 5-10 years) also have no home internet
access and The Learning Foundation estimate
that, overall, there could be as many as 1
million children and young people without
digital access in the UK and that there
are marked regional differences based
on socioeconomic data (Figure 10)

In a more recent survey across primary and
secondary schools, during the ﬁrst weeks
of COVID-19, teachers were asked what
proportion of their pupils they thought had
adequate access to devices and the internet
at home (TAPP 2020). Only 4-6% of state
schools said they thought all students had
access, compared to 38-42% in private
schools. The number of pupils without
adequate access varied between schools
from 1 in 50 pupils to more than 1 in 3 (Figure
9) with 13-15% of SEN/AP pupils in the latter
category compared to a national average of
5-7% (TAPP 2020).
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Figure (9) Estimates by UK teachers of the proportion (%) of pupils without internet access during COVID-19 (N= 6877; Teacher Tap 25/3/2020)
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During COVID-19, these inequities are
likely to become still greater as even those
pupils with current access to devices and
the internet will likely see these reduced. In
many homes, for example, there may be just
one shared device, leading to congestion,
as parents require greater access in order
to work from home. Pupils may have to
babysit younger siblings too, particularly in
single-parent families, further reducing their
opportunities to get online. Some front-line
emergency personnel may work extended
shifts leaving some pupils with less time to
study too.
In addition to juggling the use of limited
devices, there are also ﬁnancial implications
to maintaining internet access during a time
when household use is likely to increase
and income for some decreases due to
social distancing. This will hit poorer families
the hardest. To put this in context, one
government estimate suggests 2.7 million
children live-in low-income families (National
Statistics, 2018) with limited, if any, digital
access. The Child Poverty Action Group puts
this ﬁgure higher at over 4 million, equivalent
to approximately 30% of children in the UK
living in poverty. This is signiﬁcant because
reliable digital access comes at a price and
represents a high proportion of household
income in such families. For example, the
average household monthly spend on
communications services is £125.57 (Ofcom,
2018) compared to the average monthly
spend ( 4 week month) on a family food shop,
which is £247.60 (National Statistics, 2020).
Clearly, some households will struggle, and
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some students will suffer as a result if we rely
exclusively on EdTech to deliver even this
temporary ‘education solution’ to COVID-19
without government action and investment.
The total extent of such potential digital
exclusion in the UK should these issues not
be addressed can be seen in Figure 10.
It is clear that we cannot wait for these
inequities to be addressed and so it is crucial
that schools include more traditional means
of educational support (hard-copy, packs
etc.) and communication (telephone calls,
postal) when planning for off-site teaching.
This is particularly important for state schools
and even more so for SEND/AP pupils within
these schools. Don’t underestimate the
power of a phone call to some families and
young people.
Furthermore, we have a duty, wherever
possible, to provide children access to
devices or we are in danger of widening
the digital divide and the attainment gap
that already exists, deeply disadvantaging
some of our most vulnerable children. In the
United States, Google has donated 4,000
Chromebooks and 100,000 WiFi hotspots to
rural students in California, where schools are
also closed. Only time will tell whether the UK
government is prepared to step in to support
education in the same way that it has done
to protect businesses, to help mitigate the
impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the
life chances of our most vulnerable learners.
So, work with what you have, this is just a
digital stopgap.

Figure (10) E Figure 10. The likelihood of digital exclusion across the UK at local authority level.
Get Digital Heatmap based on eight different digital and social metrics.

‘‘

@C2k_info have been very helpful. We were all able to move
fairly quickly to remote learning as the infrastructure was
there. Personally @CapitaITN_edu have been very good on
the technical side. No system is perfect but the platform
enabled a swift response.

Corinne Latham Seaview Primary and Nursery Unit

‘‘

Reﬂections on Northern Ireland C2K Platform

Supporting SEND
Technology companies are developing
tools, which provide multiple advantages
that may have additional use cases
for SEND pupils. For example, many
cloud platforms can provide security
and ﬁnancial beneﬁts but can also save
teachers’ time and help support ALL
learners, including those with SEND.
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Some key beneﬁts we see across devices and
software from major tech companies include:
•

Text to speech - Enabling those with a
visual impairment or difﬁculty with reading
to have their device read content to them.

•

Speech to text - Providing those who ﬁnd
writing or typing difﬁcult/impossible a way
to record their work simply by speaking.

•

Voice recognition - Enabling users to
control their device’s functions with
their voice.

•

Predictive text - Just as when sending a
text message, this feature can be enabled
to help those who struggle with spelling.
It can even be used to speed up the
process of writing for those who type
slowly or use an alternative interface such
as switches.

•

Support for executive function - Memory,
organizational skills, time keeping and
time management are all important
abilities that can be impacted by a range
of special needs. Simple productivity tools
such as calendars, to-do lists, cloud
storage and collaborative documents can
all be used to support learners in these
areas to be more independent
and productive.

‘‘

Already use Google Classroom to deliver our curriculum so just
enabled children to access from home on their own devices. Run
parent sessions before school closure.
Key factor is sticking largely to platforms teachers and students
are used to. Also have more than one platform to provide some
redundancy should a single platform fail but avoid too many
platforms or introducing too many new things/platforms.
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‘‘

Teacher feedback from HomeLearningUK survey 2020

Communication
‘Communication’ is always important. Telling
people what you are doing, why and how
you will do it should be your watchwords as
leaders and educators. That old adage of
‘you cannot not communicate,’ means that
if you don’t actively communicate,
your silence will, in itself, be a form of
communication that is perhaps even worse in
times of doubt and worry for parents, carers,
children, young people and students when
clarity is most needed.
Often, it is better still if people can talk
back with you. Dialogue is better than
monologue because one-way communication
often takes time to unravel later if there is
confusion. There may be different types
of communication too – communication
to involve, motivate, celebrate and maybe
make people chuckle in difﬁcult times. Some
schools are ﬁnding new ways to continue old
rituals, on-line assemblies and on-line staff
quizzes. This too is communication.
Our move from in-school teaching to
supporting parents and pupils with hometeaching raises several questions about how
we are going to communicate effectively
during this time. We cannot rely on pupils
to keep their parents/carers in the loop.
We must do this. Here are a few things to
think about when deciding how and what to
communicate to parents and pupils:
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

What modes of communication are we
going to use (email, bulletins, phone,
social media)?
Who at the school will let parents and
pupils know what’s going on?
When communicating with parents and
pupils, how do we integrate our messages
to make them consistent?
How often should we communicate
(Daily? Weekly? Time of day?).
How do we trouble-shoot if there are
problems in our avenues of
communication or worse still, with
the content of our communication?
Do parents and carers need key
messages?
Is there a core message that can be ‘top
and tailed’ in letter, social media or video
for your different audiences?
Can visuals do the communication
job better?
Protecting learning and motivation
students will be a challenge - how can
your communication be better suited to
remote learning?
Can we move our school towards a
three-way (school to student and parent)
communication model and how can we
best achieve this?

It is important to remember that
communication is about staff too. All of us
now are working as dispersed teams and as
we continue to do this, team building and
‘space’ for the informal will become more
important. How do you create and build
togetherness in dispersed staff teams? Can
you use virtual ‘social’ settings for this or
is this ‘off limits’ for some staff? Blurring of
the personal and professional can rightly
be difﬁcult for many. Regardless of the
challenges of getting the balance just right,
we do need to keep clear, well thought out
communication with all parties at the fore
of what we are doing with an emphasis on
safeguarding. For communication to be
most useful and promptly acted upon, as the
saying goes, ‘Less is more’.
Keep it simple. Keep it clear and accept we
won’t get it right all the time.

‘‘

For me & for my students the fact that everything is under
one sign in is an absolute joy, having access to both Ofﬁce
and Google software, plus a huge resource bank, all of
which complies to regulations. The @HwbNews team
are also willing to keep developing it for us.

Becki Bawler
Risca Community Comprehensive School
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‘‘

Reﬂection on Welsh Hwb platform

Resources
– what do teachers want
and what is out there?
With the move to widespread school closures,
teachers have been racing to ﬁnd ways of
continuing to teach. Educators seem to
have very little appetite to dive into using
new tools and technologies for remote
teaching and learning - instead, schools
appear to have largely been building on
their existing stable of apps and resources.
So what have people been using and what
might you consider trying?
Key technology providers have risen to the
challenge and quickly created COVID-19
information hubs to support their teachers
and learners, such as Google’s Teach
from Home and Learn at Home sites and
Microsoft’s COVID-19 response site. Some
of these are quite detailed and full of hints
and tips for educators, for example Apple
have produced a guide to remote learning
using their devices, and Microsoft have
developed a remote teaching and learning
with Ofﬁce365 guide.
It’s easy to forget the extent to which
collaboration suites like Ofﬁce365 and
Google’s GSuite provide a plethora of ways
to share and comment on documents,
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engage synchronously (in real time) and
asynchronously via chat and voice/video
recordings using products like Microsoft
Teams and Google Hangouts. We have also
seen EdTech companies produce guidance
on moving to a fully remote way of working
with their products. Some key examples here
include Purple Mash, Seesaw, Flipgrid, Fireﬂy,
Showbie and Socrative. When asked by Tech
companies what support teachers would like
overwhelmingly they wanted ‘free access to
online platforms’ (62-70%) and ‘sharing free
online resources’ (87-89%) - Figure 11.
A further, smaller (n=38) Teacher feedback
from HomeLearningUK, showed what most
were currently using and may give some
insight for new users about what teachers’
have found useful for remote learning
(Figure 12).
As the Internet has become a part of our daily
lives, sharing teaching and learning resources
online has become more common, and
the coronavirus pandemic has signiﬁcantly
accelerated this trend.

Figure (11) What do teacher want from EdTech during COVID -19? (N= 6,245; Teacher Tap 15/3/20)
Figure (12) Remote Learning Survey: what are you currently using? (N=38; HomeLearningUK Teacher Survey)

Teachers’ comments also shed light on the usefulness of different EdTech for remote learning.
When asked, If it ends up being a longer term closure, what support would be beneﬁcial teachers
responded:
‘Connecting to other teachers.’
‘Easy way for parents to get in touch with school without staff feeling overwhelmed.’
‘Support from ISPs / Telcos to share data cards etc with students, making more content appropriate for
those without Tablets / laptops.’
‘HTs thinking about CPD needs for their teachers’
‘Think we will be OK although having some sort of way to download a kindle book to share with whole
class would be great.’
‘Maintaining well being so external support and advice around how I can support my teachers whilst
also addressing my own/family mental health’
‘We hope that Seesaw will be a longer term answer ‘
‘At the moment we are just dealing with the crisis but we need structures for feedback from pastoral
staff as to how we are managing looking after our students so senior staff can examine feedback and
share any changes to our policies to the staff. We also need to have a similar structure for feedback
on student academic progress and the changes that schools need to put in place.’
‘Guidance about how to manage the curriculum. Stick to timetable or not. New material or
just revision.’
‘We are developing our at pace adoption into a strategy for learning. Help with this would be great’

Home Learning UK Survey 2020
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‘‘

I’ve really enjoyed developing my relationships with my classes online even though
Its been emotionally demanding
I think the quality of feedback on their work has been as important as chasing up
work during the session and afterwards.

‘‘

Feedback from boys and parents has been they enjoyed being online working
together and valued the contact with me as I did with them.

As always the job needs plenty of compassion for those with real challenges at
home and cunning to catch those developing their ability to avoid working

Ian Phillips
The Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School
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Lists are just that, lists...
At times, it can feel quite overwhelming that
there are so many lists of useful things out
there. For example, on the DfE website you
can ﬁnd a list of online education resources
for home education during COVID-19.

they will deal with “virtual freshers” and key
exams such as GCSEs are either being moved
online or converted into teacher assessment.
As we move from this digital stopgap mode
and can reﬂect, one teacher tells us that:

For the brave, the Amazing Educational
Resources site is effectively a master list of
anything and everything that an educator
might want to dip into, but we found it
more useful to look at the curated lists
from the likes of Teacher Toolkit, UNESCO,
UCL’s Institute of Education and (crucially)
Mumsnet. We also need to recognise that
the current situation is a long way from
simply having a longer Easter break - we
have embarked on a journey that may last for
months, if not affect the rest of 2020. Already
universities are starting to make plans for how

“At the moment we are just dealing with the
crisis but we need structures for feedback
from pastoral staff as to how we are
managing looking after our students so senior
staff can examine feedback and share any
changes to our policies to the staff. We also
need to have a similar structure for feedback
on student academic progress and the
changes that schools need to put in place.”
HomeLearningUK survey 2020

What about Educational Data?
All educationalists and educational
establishments will have privacy notices as
part of compliance with GDPR requirements
(see ICO_GDPR_Education FAQ) and these
should be considered as part of any home
or online teaching, learning and assessment.
Privacy notices should be available for all
parents, families etc. to view, and should have
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already been shared - please see GOV.UK
Privacy notices for further guidance. The DFE
has published guidance and tools to help you
keep people and data safe using educational
technology and whilst recognizing the wider
debate regarding student information. We
recommend the National Cyber Security
Centre for further information on:

•
•
•

Implementing cloud security principles
Cloud software services and the data
protection act
Cyber security

‘‘

We have used technology throughout this process, some of the way we have used technology are
listed below:
• Customized our data systems to allow staff to easily gather the information to generate Google
Classrooms for all students using a semi-automated process.
• Curated a series of tutorial videos on how to use Google Classroom and other related G Suite features
• Created a parent portal page setup with key information and videos to allow parents to support their child
in the event of a closure with G Suite
• Created a brieﬁng that has been distributed to all academies simultaneously to ensure a consistent
message to all academies
• Created our own automated systems internally that have allowed us to quickly reissue any logins for G
Suite for all 25,000+ students in our trust.
• Creating appropriate resources by subject for all year groups that are in a format that would be conducive
to distance learning, with a focus on self-marking quizzing, to ensure high quality resources are prepared
for staff to use with students.
As with anything, there will be ﬂaws, but we believe we are using technology that we already have rather than
try to implement something new that may be unfamiliar with students and staff is the best and more
effective course of action for OGAT, and more importantly how technology is allowing us to act
swiftly and effectively to put students ﬁrst.
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‘‘

Ben Barnes, Director Computer Science, Outwood Grange Academies Trust

Safeguarding Remote Learning
During this period of lockdown and social
isolation it will be more vital than ever
that educational establishments provide
a safe environment for online learning.
Establishments with existing systems in
place, and/or using hardware/software whose
use is well established by all stakeholders,
will still need to be aware of the increasing
importance of online safety. Schools
beginning the start of their ‘EdTech’ Journey
even more so. Guidance on what appropriate
ﬁltering and monitoring can be found online,
by clicking on this link: UK Safer Internet
Centre: Filtering and Monitoring. Regardless
of what stage an educational establishment
is at, all must ensure that any use of online
learning tools and systems is in line with
privacy and GDPR requirements and that
the necessary permissions are obtained from
parents or carers, or students, depending
upon the age of the students.
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It is equally important during periods of
school closure/home-schooling that any staff
that interact with children, including online,
continue to look out for signs a child may be
at risk. Any such concerns should be dealt
with as per the individual establishments
child protection policy (liaising with the DSL
- Designated Safeguarding Lead) and, where
appropriate, referrals should still be made
to children’s social care or other agencies as
required (e.g. the Police).
Staff training, or CPD, for staff, including DSL
and their deputies, is unlikely to continue as
‘normal’ during the current period. However,
despite the COVID-19 virus and its associated
threats, there is some online training worth
considering for all staff, as well as some
that can be signposted to parents (such as
that available via: Online safety training for
parents / carers)

Managing interactions with students offsite
The following guidelines need careful
consideration before any online learning
takes place, and should be considered
for incorporation into any policies and
procedures that already exist or are being
reviewed considering recent events:
•

Every educational establishment should
have its own Online Safety Policy and
must have the relevant Safeguarding
Policies. With the key aim within all homeschooling or learning online everyone
must be kept safe.

•
•

•

Be careful what you use for learning!
Check everything you share or signpost!
There are various, superb online
safety resources that students can use
(age appropriate - please check before
signposting) These include:
Google: Be Internet Legends!
Microsoft Online Safety - including
resources for home
Apple: Support for families
All teachers and students must be taught,
and regularly reminded, to only
communicate with those they know

•

•

- do not accept friend requests from
anyone other than teachers or classmates,
even if they think they are friends’
family members.
Video conferencing using one of the
many online facilities available (e.g.
Google Hangouts Meet, Skype, Zoom)
is a fantastic resource for educationalists
and students to interact, but must be
used extremely carefully.
Ongoing reinforcement of online safety
shouldn’t be an occasional ‘tick the box’
exercise. We remind students daily about

•
•

certain safety aspects and practices in
their everyday lives.
Have a overarching Safeguarding policy
for home learning/remote learning as
there is for general Safeguarding.
Take into consideration the teacher unions
advice on remote learning, including live
streaming, wellbeing and managing
student interactions
NEU ,NAHT, NASUWT.

Managing your Wellbeing during remote Learning
Staff wellbeing during these turbulent times
are of utmost importance, especially as many
of us will not only be working odd hours in
school itself but carrying this on from our
previous ’bolt-holes’ – home. The Education
Support Teacher Wellbeing Index 2019 shown
that “78% of all education professionals
experience either behavioral, psychological
or physical symptoms due to their work” and
this was before the COVID-19 crisis (Education
Support 2019) and so the need to look after
yourselves is paramount.
Home used to be where we got away from
school, but now it is a shared space with
school... at least for some of the week.
It’s more important than ever therefore,
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that you take time and space to detach from
school, to look after yourselves and to close
the doors to school. One way to minimize the
impact of being at home on your ability to
‘escape work’ at the end of a long day, is to
have a separate location in the house where
‘school happens’ and keep the rest of your
home clear of school related things if you
can. The recommendations from Educational
Support are that:
“Healthy working practices and boundaries
need to become the new, celebrated norm.
With improved levels of health, teachers will
be more physically and emotionally present to
learners” are now crucial to the health of the
teaching profession going forward.”
(Education Support 2019)

We overwhelmingly support Education
Support and the amazing work they do
to support educators be it ﬁnancially or
emotionally. Education Support is the UK’s
only charity providing mental health and
wellbeing support services to all education
staff and organisations for over 142 years.
You need somewhere in which to retreat.
Yes, these are trying times and yes, you
will want to do best by your students,
but you have day-to-day domestic needs,
your juggling at home and loved ones to
spend time with and/or look after, some
of these remotely.

‘‘

Within glow safeguarding of pupils has been done at a
national level. Every pupil has access to range of digital
tools that can aid learning (infrastructure at home dependant)
and there is also a wide network of support from teachers
across the country
Queen Anne High School
Dunfermline Fife Scotland
Reﬂecting on using GLOW
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‘‘

Sarah Clark

5 things you can do to help your wellbeing
1. Don’t throw the baby out with the
bathwater and try to make it fun
•

•

•
•

You know your students by this time in
the year. The aim is providing your
students with engaging, realistic tasks
to help them continue the learning that
you have started.
Inspire, keep them curious and
engage them in ‘Hard Fun’ but share the
responsibility for their progress with them
individually and collectively.
Balance screen time with other activities.
Student would like to see you.

2. Don’t do all the work
•

•
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
•
•
i)
ii)
iii)
•
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Keep lessons Simple. We all know the
difference between a great lesson that
leaves you exhausted and one that leaves
you charged and inspired.
Get students to SUPPORT LEARNING by
helping each other
peer assessing
collating results for you to oversee and
feedback on.
giving you feedback on sessions and
their learning
Be realistic about what they can do
and when but get them to accept more
responsibility for their learning.
Praise their:
Independence,
students supporting you and each other,
good ideas for collective learning.
Find the currency of rewards that they
value and give them to your students

3. Always have a non-Digital Backup
Share the big picture of what you are trying to
achieve with your students weekly and what
they should do if they don’t feel well or have
problems with;
• their machine,
• Wi-Fi,
• cloud access,
• sharing of machines
• Let them know you will continue to
monitor and give them feedback on their
progress whenever they can do it.

4. Weekends - look after yourself and
your dependents
•

•

•
•

•

Remote teaching is new and harder for
all of us, so we need to be gentle on
ourselves as we learn how to teach
remotely.
Social isolation is tough on everyone.
Can you maintain your staff social
community? For example, Gary Henderson
is considering a virtual pub session for
his team at the end of the week to
build an online social space for
us all. His colleagues? Kellet School
in Hong Kong are offering weekly
Mindfulness and yoga for staff.
Protect yourself in your communications
with students – can you record any 1-1
communications?
Sanctions no longer work the same, but
praise will always be effective. So, give
more responsibility to your disruptors
and make sure you share the load at
school so there is something left for those
you care about at home.
Switch off your notiﬁcations so they don’t
disrupt your time and build in some joy to
your day - you deserve it.

5. This is a Marathon not a Sprint - Don’t
expect too much too soon to ﬁnd a
sustainable pace for working
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be prepared to be agile and learn from
your mistakes to get into a sustainable
pace for working.
New teaching methods take time to settle
in and students may not be able to work
in the way you want for many reasons.
Make sure you have someone to share/
ofﬂoad to help you learn - we all need a
personal learning network.
Families will have all sorts of pressures on
them now. Be understanding.
Share your journey to improve remote
learning with your students and
colleagues and ask for their feedback.
Share the responsibility for the quality of
this adventure into remote working with
your students.

‘‘

It’s a strange feeling opening up school for a few children. Supporting the children of frontline staff
is something we were more than happy to do, although doing this whilst trying to apply the rules
of social distancing feels incredibly alien. The hardest challenge has been setting remote learning
for those at home and not being physically there to support the children (and parents) when they
struggle. Being able to engage face to face through technology has helped massively. The key
to this working has been taking the risk with our resources, lending out chromebooks and tablets
where necessary to ensure all children can engage in remote learning. In the weeks I have worked
with the key workers’ children, I’ve been able to witness ﬁrst hand the delight on children’s faces
when they see their friends or teacher online; these are the moments when the academic learning
gets forgotten a little and we just enjoy a chat with the little people we are so used to seeing
every day.
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‘‘

Kirsty Cooper at Grayrigg C.E. Primary School,
Kendal, Cumbria

Staff well Being resources
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

TES: Staff Pulse – Schools can use this
staff wellbeing survey to monitor staff
well being
TES: 7 way to protect your mental health
With more teachers swapping classrooms
for front rooms, Oliver Ireland shares ﬁve
ways to avoid bad home-working habits
for the TES
UK’s only charity providing
mental health and wellbeing support
services to all education staff and
organisations
NCSC. How to make sure your schools IT
teams and providers are prepared for an
increase in working from home, including
advice on spotting coronavirus
scam emails.
The Washington Post: A complete list of
what to do — and not do — for everyone
teaching kids at home during the
coronavirus crisis.
25 simple and fun non-screen activities
that children can do at home

The ISC Digital Group also has a wealth of
information regarding wellbeing along with
lots of information on digital learning from
educators across the UK.
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‘‘

Not all students can afford a Chromebook at home, some are
in repair. So would have been helpful to have a bank of spare
Chromebooks to hand out before we closed. But students
are still accessing work from parental phones and devices.
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‘‘

HomeLearningUK survey 2020

Home - The role(s) of parents

The main questions we hear from parents
and carers is ‘What should we being doing?’
and ‘What can I do to help?’… Implicit in this
question is that parents are unclear what their
role(s) can be.
The short(-ish) and somewhat trite answer is
‘Your role is to support your child’s learning
as best you can with all the other things
you have to juggle during these difﬁcult
times’, but this just shifts the question from
a single big ‘what?’ to a plethora of smaller
‘how’s, where’s and who’s?’. How much
work should they be doing? Where can I
ﬁnd out information about things, they’re
taught that I don’t understand? Who should
I contact about the many uncertainties I have
about what’s expected of my child and me?
Conﬁdence varies (Table 1).

In a study entitled ‘Parental involvement
on student academic achievement: A
meta-analysis’ Castro et al. (2015) carried out
an analysis of 23 published studies across
early years, primary and secondary and
looked at the correlation between student
attainment and parental involvement. Their
ﬁndings highlighted two key things that are
particularly pertinent to our current situation.
1. ‘The results show that the parental
models most linked to high achievement are
those focusing on general supervision of the
children’s learning activities’.
2. The strongest associations are found when
the families have high academic expectations
for their children, develop and maintain
communication with them about school
activities, and help them to develop
reading habits.

As a parent, how conﬁdent do you feel about teaching your child and
explaining things while they are learning
Base: Parents with children who are at home

Confident for all children

42%

Confident for some children

11%

Unconfident for all children

12%

Other (e.g. neither confident or unconfident)

36%

Table 1. Parental conﬁdence with respect to their role(s) in home learning
(source: www.suttontrust.com/our-research/school-closures-parent-polling)
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Add
Value

Parents/carers can add value to teachers roles, but should not replace them,
in the sense that parents should not be expected to teach.

Develop
Skills

Parents/carers can help develop their children’s independent learning skills.

Help
Manage

Parents/carers can help their children manage their own learning.

A focus on parent/carer as supervisor (as
opposed to content seeker/content creator)
and clear communication from schools about
what their children have been ‘set’ to do each
week should, therefore, be at the fore. The
Education Endowment Foundations ‘Making
best use of teaching assistants’ guide can be
helpful here in general terms.
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Our role as educators, therefore, is to
ensure that parents/carers are clear about
‘how far they need to go’ whilst taking into
consideration the unparalleled circumstances
and the wellbeing of the entire family unit.

Support for Parents with remote learning

Students of all ages, parents, families,
educators and educational establishments
will ﬁnd themselves at very different stages
of using online learning and associated
features, with similar differing levels of
trouble shooting and their frequency arising
because of this. For example, Future Learn
have provided an online resource hub
designed to support parents during this
time with useful

resources for parents. Continuing support
and training will be vital to support all
stakeholders and, along with links elsewhere
in this publication, it is noticeable that there
is a wealth of free training that could be
signposted to parents and families if
deemed appropriate, such as some of
examples below:
BT: Skills for tomorrow
UK Safer Internet Centre
Computing at Schools

Staff have focused primarily on setting
meaningful work to consolidate current learning,
using a variety of free quiz apps, along with
some staff video tutorials. Social media sites
have been instrumental in connecting with our
school community. Focus now is on looking at
asynchronous approaches to remote learning for
new materials, shared across our Trust schools.

The de Ferrers Academy
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‘‘

‘‘

The de Ferrers Academy has found the transition
to remote learning pretty seamless - we already
had 1:1 iPads across 2 of our 3 campuses for
all of years 9-13. We quickly created hundreds
more classes in Showbie and Google Classroom
for students in years 7 and 8, loaning some extra
iPads to students with the greatest need.

Parents Wellbeing and Safeguarding
In what is a serious, challenging and
potentially distressing time for all children
and families, as well as all others, the beneﬁts
of timetables for some to help structure a day
and minimize disruption to learning cannot
be understated. However, all educational
establishments should be aware of
the following:

Families also know their children and will
do their best to follow clear guidance,
recognizing when rest or family time is more
important. Directing and supporting home
learning is important, but equally so is the
recognition by educators that rest, and
non-curriculum activities also have a lot of
beneﬁts. We encourage to provide guidance
and direction in this area as well.

There is no one, correct, set way that
educational establishments can support
and direct families in this trying time.
All establishments know their families and
children, teachers know what learning is
required and families will do their best
to facilitate supporting in these difﬁcult,
unprecedented circumstances – something
all educators will be very appreciative of.

Mind is a mental health charity in England and Wales providing support during coronavirus.
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Children and parent’s
mental health is going
to be adversly
affected by the
current situation.
Timetables and
routines are excellent
suggestions to make
to all, with the proviso
that they are provided
as a means of
support.

All expectations set
by the educators
or family members
should be aware of
the importance of
mental health when
suggesting or setting
routines, sharing
work or directing
families or children
in this time.

Families will also
have to juggle other
considerations during
this difﬁcult period
- caring for others,
childcare, work
pressures (including
working from home)
as well as other
challenges.

Children working at home
– realistically managing expectations

No educational establishment would
realistically advise, or expect, children to
spend the equivalent of a full school day
at home, in front of a device on a regular
basis. Both parents or carers and educators
should be aware of this and a balance needs
to be found - which may be very different
depending on everyone. Work set online
does not always necessarily need to be
completed online, though it would usually
be submitted electronically. Educators must
be aware of all this when setting work, and
parents have an equally important role in
monitoring and supporting their children,
where possible, and ensuring they achieve a
balance of using EdTech and also exercising,
being creative with hands on activities, for
example outdoor learning.
The partnership between educators and
parents, families and students is key to
maintaining the correct balance here and
maintaining healthy lifestyles and good
levels of wellbeing for all!
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Pupils Wellbeing
– managing physical and mental wellbeing in isolation

As with all levels of education, the key
to maintaining the interest of students of
all ages and abilities is to vary learning
approaches, continually enhance and enrich
learning wherever possible and challenge
at an appropriate level - all this applies in
exactly the same way to online learning.
The wealth of fantastic online learning
resources, communication methods and
ways to enhance learning now available
to everyone opens whole new worlds of
teaching and learning for all. Within this,
learning must be, of course, safe. When in
classrooms or lecture theatres etc, users have
protections (e.g. Filters on the Broadband)
that they may not have at home.

and parents or carers etc should consider
how they can support the student in being
as protected as possible on any device (with
ﬁltering, anti-virus software if required and
other software installed). In addition to this,
clear reporting procedures for issues such as
phishing, malware or inappropriate pop-ups
should be in place, with all aware. For mental
health and support Young Minds excellent
website supporting young people’s mental
health (Figure 16) is worth looking at when
supporting young people throughout the
time of social distancing. They have a wealth
of knowledge on how to best manage young
people’s emotional wellbeing.

UK Internet Safety Centre has information and
advice on the safety features offered by the
main Internet browsers. Both establishments

Figure 16. Questions to ask your children in self isolation from Young Minds.
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Full recommendations
1) There needs to be immediate investment
in not only digital infrastructure but in
digital devices to facilitate and protect
learning at home. The digital divide across
the UK is real, impacts on social mobility
and provides a block on the ability of
pupils to access learning remotely.

The Lloyds Bank UK Consumer Digital Index
has showed that 700,000 11-18 year olds
(12%) have no home internet access from a
computer or tablet and a further 60,000 have
no internet access whatsoever. In addition to
this, we must also consider that there are a
proportion of primary school-aged children
(aged 5-10 years) with no home internet
access. The Learning Foundation estimate
that overall there could be as many as 1
million children and young people without
digital access and there are suggestions
of marked regional differences based on
socioeconomic data. Furthermore, recent
research on the digital divide (Deursen
& Helsper, 2018) suggests that there are
“systematic differences in the opportunities
and abilities that individuals from certain
groups have to translate access, skills and
use into tangible outcomes in their everyday
lives.” Disconnected households, without
relevant devices means that pupils are
disconnected from learning.
A digital divide can worsen the attainment
gap, despite the ingenuity and creativity
of educators.
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2) Greater emphasis, attention and
investment needs to be focused on teacher
wellbeing with increased investment in the
work of Education Support - the national
charity for the wellbeing of teachers.

Staff wellbeing during these turbulent times
is of utmost importance, especially as many
educators and will not only be working
odd hours in care centres (school) but also
working from home to protect learning
from our previous ’bolt-holes’ – home. The
Education Support Teacher Wellbeing Index
2019 shown that “78% of all education
professionals experience either behavioral,
psychological or physical symptoms due to
their work” and this was before the COVID-19
crisis (Education Support 2019) We must
protect the wellbeing of educators both those
working to ensure keyworkers can continue
and those at home.
Homes are often now a shared space
with ‘school’.
These are exceptional times and the need
to value and sustain educators, education
leaders and other vital staff is of utmost
importance.

3) The Department for Education
in England should create a national
platform that includes access to
cloud- based platforms for schools
and create an educator designed and
led, national platform for useful, secure
and reliable resources.

However, it remains to be seen and debated
whether schools in Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland were better prepared
for a rapid switch to remote and ﬂexible
learning because of previous investment
in national resources platforms, consistent
access to Learning Platforms and professional
development and developed national
communities of practice. Feedback from
educators across Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland suggests a national platform
helps educators, pupils (and by extension
their parents) also access digital tools in
a consistent manner. A national platform
also prevents educators being inundated
with product offers that have not been fully
assessed with respect to their educational
value and/or security by professional
educators.
The strength of communities of professional
practice and ease of access to an ecosystem
supports educators during normal school
term and at times of extraordinary upheaval.
Whether the existence of national platforms
has supported teachers better to protect
learning will need further study. When we

begin to think in terms of ‘system resilience’
for the future; the creation and investment in
national digital platforms will be a priority for
access, equity and supporting at the digital
journey of schools.
4) Parent and pupil wellbeing is of upmost
importance and needs to be a consistent
watchword as educators rise to their
own ‘educational’ challenges. The work
of ParentZone and Young Minds should
receive more recognition and support to
expand capacity and reach. We would
like to see consistent messages through
schools, or national days of ‘wellbeing’
messaging promoted through and between
schools. Partnership is an often-overused
word; educators and parents are allies in
protecting learning and both have crucial
roles to play.

This partnership to protect learning and
wellbeing needs to be celebrated.
There is no one, correct, set way that
educational establishments can support
and direct families at this trying time. All
establishments know their families and
children, teachers know what learning is
required and families will do their best
to facilitate supporting this in difﬁcult,
unprecedented circumstances – something
all educators will be very appreciative of.
Families also know their children and will
do their best to follow clear guidance,

recognising when rest or family time is more
important. No educational establishment
would realistically advise, or expect, children
to spend the equivalent of a full school day
at home, in front of a device on a regular
basis. Both parents, carers and educators
should be aware of this and a balance needs
to be found - which may be very different
depending on each individual. Co-ordination
and communication about deadlines and
pace of work is crucial across teams of
educators.
Educators must be aware of all this when
setting work, and parents have an equally
important role in supporting their children,
where possible, and ensuring they achieve
a balance of using EdTech and managing
overall wellbeing.
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5) Across the UK there needs to be
access to consistent superfast broadband
for schools and families. In England,
particularly, we recommend establishing a
uniﬁed super fast broadband infrastructure
to be implemented by Government
investment, partnership with Telecom
companies and building on existing
superfast networks or approaches.

Schools in the UK moved at speed to
prepare for closure because of Covid-19,
often with little guidance to facilitate remote
or ﬂexible learning. Many schools were
better prepared as investment in digital
platforms, infrastructure and devices had
been a consistent theme of their institutional
plan to support teaching and learning
with technology. Not all schools were as
digitally prepared as others and despite the
generosity and support of other educators
it was a challenge to use any digital
infrastructure to communicate with pupils.

6. Capture the learning across the UK
and education system to design more
resilience across education including
digital approaches.

Profound events like mass school closures as
a result of Covid-19 prompt policy, guidance
and action from Government and others.
Often, the speed of events prompt support
and action to the best abilities of people and
systems. When appropriate, it is important
that educators reﬂect on the support they
themselves have been given, the eco-systems
within which they operate and reﬂect on how
the resilience or otherwise of the education
system, digital infrastructure and resources
were suited to protecting learning.

Remarks
•

We celebrate all those educators globally, responding in whatever way they can,
to the ﬁerce emotional intensity of now.

•

School leaders, educators, parents and pupils are doing the best they can to
protect learning.

•

We recognise all those support organisations, EdTech ﬁrms, voluntary sector
organisations, parents, families and carers protecting learning and our young people.

•

We thank all those health workers protecting lives.

•

We celebrate the range of ingenuity, creativity and humanity during these
turbulent times.
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•

Times like these test us all in different ways

•

March/April 2020

Thank you...

Protecting
Learning
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How educators and parents are
supporting students learning
during COVID-19

